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Ebook free Official whitman statehood quarters folder complete 50 state set
plus territories 1999 2009 Full PDF
the wildly popular statehood quarter program from the united states mint is taking the nation by storm 6 billion statehood quarters are produced each year which in turn are
collected by over 100 million americans and more people are starting to collect them every day this colorful attractive coin folder features one slot for all 50 states and
opens flat for all at once viewing the state quarter program has made coin collecting cool what other activity requires treasure hunting skills and knowledge of history and
delivers a decade of excitement the thrill of hunting for errors and an interest in u s history and state pride treat yourself and your favorite fan of state quarters to this
beautiful three panel coin folder with 60 slots and intriguing anecdotes about these history making coins the kid s statehood quarters collector s folder has fifty slots that
correspond to each of the fifty states for fun safe storage of a statehood quarters collection this fabulous folder also includes a 32 page booklet that tells kids lots of
important info on starting a coin collection as well as specific facts about the statehood quarters and also gives the low down on other cool coins it s a coin collector s dream
folder with a space for every state s newly designed quarters arranged according to the year each was minted along with dozens of fascinating facts when congress passed
the 50 states commemorative coin program act in 1997 which led to the creation of quarters honoring every state in the union its members especially hoped that young
people and their families would collect these memorable tokens this handy folder will help youngsters realize that goal and hold onto these special keepsakes which are
being released over ten years in the order in which the states ratified the constitution in addition to the slots for the quarters kids will find a description of the
commemorative coin program a history of the united states quarter dollar a list of state capitals nicknames mottoes and more details on how the 50 designs were chosen
and an account of how coins are manufactured by the u s mint and distributed by the federal reserve bank there are coin folders and then there is this deluxe state quarter
folder from the rich red white and blue background to the breathtaking center spread of coin slots 120 in all this folder is worthy of this caliber of coins in addition to a slot
for every coin in the series there is a space for both the philadelphia mint and denver mint issues larger in size than the average this folder also includes the date each state
entered the union and key facts about the state this is a great gift for teaching children about their state and the country s currency with over 100 million americans
collecting the statehood quarters our statehood quarters folders have never been more popular statehood volume 1 2000 2001 has sold more than 1 6 million copies to date
volume 2 is the next in this classic statehood folder series and features slots for one quarter from each the philadelphia and the denver mints for the 20 states with
commemorative statehood quarters to be released from 2002 2005 state quarters for kids 1999 2009 collector s state quarter folder from lincoln cents to the new national
parks quarters warman s coin folders for kids offer everything the young numismatist needs to start on a hobby that could last a lifetime as you collect learn why abraham
lincoln grew his beard how thomas jefferson delivered his addresses to congress where the smallest national park is located and which state features the roadrunner as its
state bird featuring 58 high quality die cut slots and chock full of fascinating and educational facts state quarters for kids is perfect for the young coin collector with the new
program introduced by the united states mint coin collecting has never been so interesting or exciting the wildly successful statehood quarter program produces over 6
billion quarters per year which are in turn collected by over 100 million americans the new whitman ten year folder provides 100 coin slots for each of the fifty states with
room for both the philadelphia and denver mints the cover is the traditional whitman blue with gold embossing for a distinctive elegant appearance this is a must for any
serious collector the fifty state commemorative quarter folder is something to be cherished by collectors of all ages this is a coin collector s dream folder not only does it
have a space for every state s quarter arranged according to year but now it has slots for the six brand new quarters that the united states mint is issuing these latest coins
will honor the district of columbia along with five u s territories the commonwealth of puerto rico guam american samoa the u s virgin islands and the commonwealth of the
northern mariana islands not only will this handy folder help collectors hold on to these special keepsakes but it includes a description of the commemorative coin program
the new district of columbia and five u s territories programs a history of the united states quarter dollar details on how the designs were chosen and an account of how
coins are manufactured by the mint and distributed by the federal reserve bank coin folders have a long distinguished legacy as being most people s first exposure to coin
collecting hobby everyone either has or knows someone who has been given a coin folder as a child and gone on to fill it with cents nickels dimes or quarters the state
quarter program has been one of the most successful in the u s mint s history it has brought collecting to the mainstream riding on the coat tails of the state quarter
program the america the beautiful series comes at a time when the public is familiar with searching and saving quarters from circulation a total of 56 quarters honoring a
national site from each u s state and territory will be issued from 2010 to 2021 thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to
take advantage of this new interest in the hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the
entire whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional
whitman blue vinyl matches past whitman products take your coin collecting to new places with this easy to use collector s quarters folder how about taking your collecting
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on a scenic tour of america s most breathtaking and revered national parks courtesy of this new america the beautiful national parks collector s coin folder this affordable
and durable 3 panel folder contains 60 slots more than most folders to house all of the national parks quarters plus there is a slot each for the denver and philadelphia coin
fronts from hot springs national park to tall grass national park you ll have a stunning showcase for your quarters along with geographic details and historical anecdotes
about each national site featured as well as key coin specifications plus the front cover of this folder features the reverse image of each of the first five coins issued in this
program a unique feature of the warman s national park quarters folders produced by krause publications thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never
been more popular and to take advantage of this new interest in the hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million
dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil
for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past whitman products store and display all of the national parks quarters in this handy collector s folder
beginning in 2010 the united states mint will issue newly designed quarters featuring a national park or other site approximately every ten weeks and this compact folder is
the perfect place for collectors to store each new coin complete with historical information and details of the congressional act that initiated this special program the folder
will keep this commemorative series organized accessible and easy to show off the noteworthy sites will come from all 50 states as well as washington d c and five u s
territories puerto rico guam american samoa the u s virgin islands and the northern mariana islands thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been
more popular and to take advantage of this new interest in the hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar
cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for
jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past whitman products thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to
take advantage of this new interest in the hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the
entire whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional
whitman blue vinyl matches past whitman products this glossy black and white folder holds the state series quarters released from 2004 through 2008 an attractive gift for
first time collectors 60 openings each search save volume consists of a 64 page book bound with a whitman classic coin album page for storing and displaying a coin
collection richly illustrated and entertaining search save volumes are intended for beginning to intermediate hobbyists and as a fun way to introduce newcomers to active
coin collecting in 1999 american started a 10 year celebration of the states that make up our great nation the 50 state quarters program commemorated each state in the
order that is joined the union five new quarter dollar coins were issued every year from 1999 through 2008 each has a unique reverse design symbolic of its state s history
traditions culture or natural environment in late 2007 congress approved another coinage series for the quarter dollar to start in 2009 the new program gave us quarters for
the district of columbia and the five u s territories the commonwealth of puerto rico guam american samoa the united states virgin islands and the commonwealth of the
northern mariana islands amazon com 保険料の見積りや企業の人事評価 また医師の診断や裁判など 均一な判断を下すことが前提とされる組織において判断のばらつき ノイズ が生じるのはなぜか フェアな社会を実現するために 行動経済学の第一人者たちが真に合理的な意思決定のあり
方を考える did you know coin collecting is like putting together a puzzle or that collecting coins involves lessons in geography history spelling economics government and
appreciation for art and design it s no wonder so many people are collectors and a wonder so many haven t yet discovered how exciting a hobby it is but that s about to
change warman s national park quarters for kids folder part of the new warman s coin folders for kids series helps you share your love of coin collecting with the next
generation in a fun educational and interactive way that will encourage them to collect for a lifetime this folder features snug fitting slots for each national park quarter with
the name of each quarter and the shape of the state its located colorful map of the united states a photograph from each national park and its state flag intriguing and
informative trivia questions about the quarters and parks a lifetime of love for coin collecting starts with national park quarters for kids coin folder thanks to the statehood
quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this new interest in the hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin
folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e
g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past whitman products the kid s guide the only guide of its kind
introduces young readers to all facets of coin collecting from starting a collection to buying handling and grading coins tracking down rare coins to completing their
statehood quarters collection it even includes several chapters written by children for an authentic kid s perspective on this phenomenal hobby and is illustrated throughout
with black and white photographs are you ready to take your coin collecting to new places how about taking your collecting on a scenic tour of america s most breathtaking
and revered national parks courtesy of this new america the beautiful national parks coin map this stylish and durable map provides the perfect place to store and showcase
your collection of america the beautiful quarters beginning with the first five quarters of 2010 that honor hot springs yellowstone yosemite grand canyon and mt hood
national parks かつて本は鎖で本棚につながれていた 巻物から写本 そして印刷術の発明 本の進化とともに 収納法と本棚そのものも進化してきた跡をたどる vols 24 52 include the proceedings of the a n a convention 1911 39 2009
internet directory 2 0 edition vince averello mikal e belicove nancy conner adrienne crew sherry kinkoph gunter faithe wempen the best of the new 2 0 internet at your
fingertips a whole new s coming to life new tools communities video podcasts everything you won t find these exciting 2 0 destinations with old fashioned internet
directories and it ll take forever to find them on search engines but they re all at your fingertips right here carefully selected by humans not algorithms here are the net s 3
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000 best 2 0 destinations amazing new sites tools and resources for your whole life they ll help you have way more fun build your business buy the right stuff and avoid the
junk stay totally up to date on news politics science be a better parent go green get healthier and stay healthier deepen your faith pursue your hobbies plan incredible
vacations find the perfect restaurant and more much more 南米のとある小国 副大統領邸では 日本企業の社長ホソカワの誕生パーティが開かれていた 特別ゲストの世界的オペラ歌手ロクサーヌが歌い終えた瞬間 武装したゲリラがなだれ込んでくる 副大統領邸は反政府
組織に占拠されてしまったのだ 膠着状態が続くうち ゲリラと人質の間には奇妙な絆が生まれ 彼らはその状況に幸せすら感じるようになる 極限状態で生まれる心の交流を描く傑作 映画 ベル カント 原作本 vols 24 52 include the proceedings of the american
numismatic association convention 1911 39 the telegraph herald s abridged history of the state of iowa and directory of fayette county including the city of oelwein with a
complete classified business directory 一時の自由を得た宿儺の暴虐な振る舞いで渋谷の街に甚大な被害がもたらされる中 呪詛師の不意打ちで致命傷を負った伏黒は 最後の手段に打って出る 伏黒が 調伏の儀 を始めた事に気付いた宿儺は



Official Whitman Statehood Quarters Folder 2000-10-01 the wildly popular statehood quarter program from the united states mint is taking the nation by storm 6 billion
statehood quarters are produced each year which in turn are collected by over 100 million americans and more people are starting to collect them every day this colorful
attractive coin folder features one slot for all 50 states and opens flat for all at once viewing
State Quarters 1999-2009 Collector's Folder 2009-11-12 the state quarter program has made coin collecting cool what other activity requires treasure hunting skills
and knowledge of history and delivers a decade of excitement the thrill of hunting for errors and an interest in u s history and state pride treat yourself and your favorite fan
of state quarters to this beautiful three panel coin folder with 60 slots and intriguing anecdotes about these history making coins
Kid's Statehood Quarters Collectors Folder 2000-09-01 the kid s statehood quarters collector s folder has fifty slots that correspond to each of the fifty states for fun
safe storage of a statehood quarters collection this fabulous folder also includes a 32 page booklet that tells kids lots of important info on starting a coin collection as well as
specific facts about the statehood quarters and also gives the low down on other cool coins
50 State Quarters Collector's Folder, 1999-2008 2003-09 it s a coin collector s dream folder with a space for every state s newly designed quarters arranged according to the
year each was minted along with dozens of fascinating facts when congress passed the 50 states commemorative coin program act in 1997 which led to the creation of
quarters honoring every state in the union its members especially hoped that young people and their families would collect these memorable tokens this handy folder will
help youngsters realize that goal and hold onto these special keepsakes which are being released over ten years in the order in which the states ratified the constitution in
addition to the slots for the quarters kids will find a description of the commemorative coin program a history of the united states quarter dollar a list of state capitals
nicknames mottoes and more details on how the 50 designs were chosen and an account of how coins are manufactured by the u s mint and distributed by the federal
reserve bank
State Quarters 1999-2009 Deluxe Collector's Folder 2009-11-12 there are coin folders and then there is this deluxe state quarter folder from the rich red white and blue
background to the breathtaking center spread of coin slots 120 in all this folder is worthy of this caliber of coins in addition to a slot for every coin in the series there is a
space for both the philadelphia mint and denver mint issues larger in size than the average this folder also includes the date each state entered the union and key facts
about the state this is a great gift for teaching children about their state and the country s currency
Statehood Quarters 1999-08-01 with over 100 million americans collecting the statehood quarters our statehood quarters folders have never been more popular statehood
volume 1 2000 2001 has sold more than 1 6 million copies to date volume 2 is the next in this classic statehood folder series and features slots for one quarter from each
the philadelphia and the denver mints for the 20 states with commemorative statehood quarters to be released from 2002 2005
State Quarters for Kids 2011-11-18 state quarters for kids 1999 2009 collector s state quarter folder from lincoln cents to the new national parks quarters warman s coin
folders for kids offer everything the young numismatist needs to start on a hobby that could last a lifetime as you collect learn why abraham lincoln grew his beard how
thomas jefferson delivered his addresses to congress where the smallest national park is located and which state features the roadrunner as its state bird featuring 58 high
quality die cut slots and chock full of fascinating and educational facts state quarters for kids is perfect for the young coin collector
Fifty State District of Columbia and Territorial Quarter Folder 2000-05-01 with the new program introduced by the united states mint coin collecting has never been
so interesting or exciting the wildly successful statehood quarter program produces over 6 billion quarters per year which are in turn collected by over 100 million americans
the new whitman ten year folder provides 100 coin slots for each of the fifty states with room for both the philadelphia and denver mints the cover is the traditional whitman
blue with gold embossing for a distinctive elegant appearance this is a must for any serious collector the fifty state commemorative quarter folder is something to be
cherished by collectors of all ages
United States Quarters Collector's Folder 1999-2009 2009-08-04 this is a coin collector s dream folder not only does it have a space for every state s quarter arranged
according to year but now it has slots for the six brand new quarters that the united states mint is issuing these latest coins will honor the district of columbia along with five
u s territories the commonwealth of puerto rico guam american samoa the u s virgin islands and the commonwealth of the northern mariana islands not only will this handy
folder help collectors hold on to these special keepsakes but it includes a description of the commemorative coin program the new district of columbia and five u s territories
programs a history of the united states quarter dollar details on how the designs were chosen and an account of how coins are manufactured by the mint and distributed by
the federal reserve bank
National Parks Quarters Deluxe 2010-08-09 coin folders have a long distinguished legacy as being most people s first exposure to coin collecting hobby everyone either has
or knows someone who has been given a coin folder as a child and gone on to fill it with cents nickels dimes or quarters the state quarter program has been one of the most
successful in the u s mint s history it has brought collecting to the mainstream riding on the coat tails of the state quarter program the america the beautiful series comes at
a time when the public is familiar with searching and saving quarters from circulation a total of 56 quarters honoring a national site from each u s state and territory will be
issued from 2010 to 2021



Quarters Coin Folder) 2001-03-01 thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this new interest in the
hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors
reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past
whitman products
National Park Quarters 2010-08-09 take your coin collecting to new places with this easy to use collector s quarters folder how about taking your collecting on a scenic
tour of america s most breathtaking and revered national parks courtesy of this new america the beautiful national parks collector s coin folder this affordable and durable 3
panel folder contains 60 slots more than most folders to house all of the national parks quarters plus there is a slot each for the denver and philadelphia coin fronts from hot
springs national park to tall grass national park you ll have a stunning showcase for your quarters along with geographic details and historical anecdotes about each national
site featured as well as key coin specifications plus the front cover of this folder features the reverse image of each of the first five coins issued in this program a unique
feature of the warman s national park quarters folders produced by krause publications
Coin Folders Quarters 1994-05-01 thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this new interest in the
hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors
reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past
whitman products
America the Beautiful Quarters(tm) Collector's Folder 2010-2021 2010-05-04 store and display all of the national parks quarters in this handy collector s folder
beginning in 2010 the united states mint will issue newly designed quarters featuring a national park or other site approximately every ten weeks and this compact folder is
the perfect place for collectors to store each new coin complete with historical information and details of the congressional act that initiated this special program the folder
will keep this commemorative series organized accessible and easy to show off the noteworthy sites will come from all 50 states as well as washington d c and five u s
territories puerto rico guam american samoa the u s virgin islands and the northern mariana islands
Washington Quarters 1990-02-01 thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this new interest in the
hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil colors
reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past
whitman products
H. E. Harris Washignton Quarters 2006 thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this new interest
in the hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line true to life foil
colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl matches past
whitman products
Washington Quarters, 1932-1947 1988-07-01 this glossy black and white folder holds the state series quarters released from 2004 through 2008 an attractive gift for first
time collectors 60 openings
Washington Quarters 2004 each search save volume consists of a 64 page book bound with a whitman classic coin album page for storing and displaying a coin collection
richly illustrated and entertaining search save volumes are intended for beginning to intermediate hobbyists and as a fun way to introduce newcomers to active coin
collecting in 1999 american started a 10 year celebration of the states that make up our great nation the 50 state quarters program commemorated each state in the order
that is joined the union five new quarter dollar coins were issued every year from 1999 through 2008 each has a unique reverse design symbolic of its state s history
traditions culture or natural environment in late 2007 congress approved another coinage series for the quarter dollar to start in 2009 the new program gave us quarters for
the district of columbia and the five u s territories the commonwealth of puerto rico guam american samoa the united states virgin islands and the commonwealth of the
northern mariana islands amazon com
Search & Save: State Quarters 2016-05-24 保険料の見積りや企業の人事評価 また医師の診断や裁判など 均一な判断を下すことが前提とされる組織において判断のばらつき ノイズ が生じるのはなぜか フェアな社会を実現するために 行動経済学の第一人者たちが真に合理的な
意思決定のあり方を考える
ＮＯＩＳＥ　上　組織はなぜ判断を誤るのか？ 2021-12-02 did you know coin collecting is like putting together a puzzle or that collecting coins involves lessons in geography history spelling
economics government and appreciation for art and design it s no wonder so many people are collectors and a wonder so many haven t yet discovered how exciting a hobby
it is but that s about to change warman s national park quarters for kids folder part of the new warman s coin folders for kids series helps you share your love of coin
collecting with the next generation in a fun educational and interactive way that will encourage them to collect for a lifetime this folder features snug fitting slots for each
national park quarter with the name of each quarter and the shape of the state its located colorful map of the united states a photograph from each national park and its



state flag intriguing and informative trivia questions about the quarters and parks a lifetime of love for coin collecting starts with national park quarters for kids coin folder
2019 National Park Quarters Folder 2019-09-24 thanks to the statehood quarter program coin collecting has never been more popular and to take advantage of this
new interest in the hobby we re giving our complete line of whitman classic coin folders a beautiful new look multi million dollar cover updates for the entire whitman line
true to life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds e g copper foil for lincoln cents silver foil for jefferson nickels traditional whitman blue vinyl
matches past whitman products
National Park Quarters for Kids 2011-11-18 the kid s guide the only guide of its kind introduces young readers to all facets of coin collecting from starting a collection to
buying handling and grading coins tracking down rare coins to completing their statehood quarters collection it even includes several chapters written by children for an
authentic kid s perspective on this phenomenal hobby and is illustrated throughout with black and white photographs
Washington Quarters 1990-02-01 are you ready to take your coin collecting to new places how about taking your collecting on a scenic tour of america s most
breathtaking and revered national parks courtesy of this new america the beautiful national parks coin map this stylish and durable map provides the perfect place to store
and showcase your collection of america the beautiful quarters beginning with the first five quarters of 2010 that honor hot springs yellowstone yosemite grand canyon and
mt hood national parks
The Kid's Guide to Collecting Statehood Quarters and Other Cool Coins! 2000-11-01 かつて本は鎖で本棚につながれていた 巻物から写本 そして印刷術の発明 本の進化とともに 収納法と本棚そのものも進化してきた跡をたどる
National Park Quarter Map 2010-10-11 vols 24 52 include the proceedings of the a n a convention 1911 39
本棚の歴史 2017-05 2009 internet directory 2 0 edition vince averello mikal e belicove nancy conner adrienne crew sherry kinkoph gunter faithe wempen the best of the new 2 0
internet at your fingertips a whole new s coming to life new tools communities video podcasts everything you won t find these exciting 2 0 destinations with old fashioned
internet directories and it ll take forever to find them on search engines but they re all at your fingertips right here carefully selected by humans not algorithms here are the
net s 3 000 best 2 0 destinations amazing new sites tools and resources for your whole life they ll help you have way more fun build your business buy the right stuff and
avoid the junk stay totally up to date on news politics science be a better parent go green get healthier and stay healthier deepen your faith pursue your hobbies plan
incredible vacations find the perfect restaurant and more much more
Numismatist and Year Book 2005 南米のとある小国 副大統領邸では 日本企業の社長ホソカワの誕生パーティが開かれていた 特別ゲストの世界的オペラ歌手ロクサーヌが歌い終えた瞬間 武装したゲリラがなだれ込んでくる 副大統領邸は反政府組織に占拠されてしまったのだ 膠着状態が続く
うち ゲリラと人質の間には奇妙な絆が生まれ 彼らはその状況に幸せすら感じるようになる 極限状態で生まれる心の交流を描く傑作 映画 ベル カント 原作本
The 2009 Internet Directory 2008-09-03 vols 24 52 include the proceedings of the american numismatic association convention 1911 39
ベル・カント 2019-10-17 the telegraph herald s abridged history of the state of iowa and directory of fayette county including the city of oelwein with a complete classified
business directory
The Numismatist 2007 一時の自由を得た宿儺の暴虐な振る舞いで渋谷の街に甚大な被害がもたらされる中 呪詛師の不意打ちで致命傷を負った伏黒は 最後の手段に打って出る 伏黒が 調伏の儀 を始めた事に気付いた宿儺は
Directory of Federal and State Departments and Agencies in Indiana 1942
Directory of Federal and State Departments and Agencies in Florida 1975
The Telegraph-herald's abridged history of the state of Iowa and directory of Fayette County, including the city of Oelwein, with a complete classified business directory
1971
Directory of State Government Energy - Related Agencies 1853
Lagos State Office and Quarters Directory 1925
W.W. Reilly & Co.'s Ohio State Business Directory ... for 1834-5 ... 1903
National Directory of Commodity Specifications 1964
Thom's Irish Almanac and Official Directory of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland 2021-01-04
Official Congressional Directory
呪術廻戦 14
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